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Standard quantum process tomography on a d-dimensional input is performed by preparing several
states of an input probe that then evolve under the action of the quantum channel corresponding
to the progress. The final states of the probe are reconstructed by means of state tomography. An
alternative is offered by ancilla-assisted process tomography: a single probe-ancilla state is used, and
the correlations existing between probe and ancilla are exploited to fully reconstruct the information
on the channel. In order for ancilla-assisted process tomography to be possible, the probe-ancilla
input state does not need to be entangled, but still needs to have maximal operator Schmidt rank.
Here we establish and analyze a framework for process tomography that interpolates between these
two methods, aiming at exploiting any correlations that may exist between probe and ancilla to allow
process tomography with as few input preparations as possible, when the probe-ancilla state may
be operator-Schmidt-rank deficient. The main object of our investigation is the minimal number of
initial local operations on the input probe for a given starting probe-ancilla state that are needed
to allow process tomography. We prove that such a number scales inversely proportional to the
operator Schmidt rank of the input probe-ancilla state for arbitrary local input processing. We also
provide results for the case where this initial local processing is restricted to be a unitary rotation,
in particular showing that the mentioned scaling is satisfied for pure input entangled states, and
that in the case of mixed states there might be extreme cases where the fixed input probe-ancilla
state provides information on a ≈ d2/2-dimensional subspace of the operator space and a single
additional input unitary rotation allows process tomography.
PACS numbers: —
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum information science promises the realisation
of impressive advances in the field of computation and
communication, as well as the advent of other novel quan-
tum technologies [1]. The variety and potential useful-
ness of such applications have made quantum informa-
tion one of the most prolific physics research areas of
the last decades. One critical element in accomplishing
said progress is the ability to completely and accurately
characterize quantum physical processes, a task known
as quantum process (or channel) tomography (QPT). In
the extensive literature upon the subject, one recognises
two major, extreme examples of QPT: standard quantum
process tomography (SPT) and ancilla-assisted quantum
process tomography (AAPT). In the general case of SPT,
an unknown quantum channel Λ acting on a d-level sys-
tem (also called a qudit) can be reconstructed through
its action on an ensemble of linearly independent input
states [1–3]. In particular, a probe is prepared in a fixed
set of d2 input states {ρi}, which form a basis for the
space of qudit linear operators. Each of the ρi states
goes through the process Λ to be characterized, and the
outputs Λ[ρi] are determined using quantum state to-
mography [1, 4, 5] (see Figure 1). Once the outputs are
known, the evolution under Λ of any arbitrary operator
can be determined uniquely by linearity , thus character-
izing the channel. An alternative tomographic technique
is offered by the renowned AAPT [6–8] which, in con-
trast to SPT, needs only one single bipartite input state.
That this is possible can be seen as a consequence of
the correspondence between linear maps and linear oper-
ators established by the well-known Choi-Jamiołkowski
isomorphism [9, 10]. In general, an ancillary system B is
prepared in a correlated state ρAB with the quantum sys-
tem subject to the channel to be determined, the probe
A. Complete information about the channel can be im-
printed on the global state by the action of the process on
the probe alone, and then extracted by state tomography
on the bipartite output state (see Figure 2).
An input enabling enabling AAPT is the maximally
entangled state |Φ〉AB =
∑d
i=1 d
−1/2 |i〉 ⊗ |i〉, with the
output ρΛ = (Λ ⊗ id)[|Φ〉〈Φ|AB ] simply being the Choi-
Jamiołkowski state isomorphic to Λ [6, 9, 10]. However,
it was observed [7, 8] that the key property for a bipar-
tite input to enable AAPT is that of having maximal
Operator Schmidt Rank (OSR; to be defined later), with
a refining of this observation being that the channel dis-
crimination power of a bipartite state is dictated by its
{ρi}
A
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FIG. 1: Standard quantum process tomography. To
reconstruct the action of a channel Λ acting on a
d-dimensional system A, d2 linearly independent input
states {ρi} are needed, with state tomography done on
the outputs by means of measurement(s) M . Time goes
from left to right. Single lines represent quantum
systems, and boxes represent operations: a square box
has quantum input and quantum output, while a
D-shaped (reverse-D-shaped) box has only quantum
input (quantum output).
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FIG. 2: Ancilla-assisted quantum process tomography.
One input state ρAB suffices, as long as it has Operator
Schmidt Rank equal to the square of the input
dimension of the channel.
smallest operator Schmidt coefficient [11]. It follows that,
in principle, also non-entangled but correlated states can
be used to perform AAPT. Bipartite states carrying a
complete imprinting of a channel acting on one of the two
subsystems were defined as faithful in Ref. [8]. Nonethe-
less, non-faithful states can still be used to obtain sub-
stantial albeit partial information on the action of a chan-
nel. This observation suggests that the property of being
faithful can be associated with a set of bipartite states,
the latter being faithful when any unknown channel can
be fully retrieved from the tomographic reconstruction of
the corresponding output states [8]. Indeed, SPT can be
seen as an extreme case of such a situation, where the
presence of an ancilla is actually irrelevant, and one just
uses a faithful set of probe states. We remark that the
correlations present in one or more of the bipartite states
of a faithful set can be deemed as effectively assisting pro-
cess tomography as long as the faithful set comprises less
than d2 states. The results in this paper lie between the
two archetypical techniques sketched above, and focus on
the exploitation of correlations to reduce the number of
distinct inputs needed for what we could call in general
correlation-assisted process tomography (CAPT).
More specifically, we focus on the question of whether
and how a faithful set can be generated by means of lo-
cal actions {Γi} on a fixed input state (see Figure 3).
In the case where there is no ancilla (or, if there is an
ancilla, where there are no probe-ancilla correlations), a
local action is not very different from simply considering
d2 inputs, but one may need strictly less than d2 local op-
erations on the input if correlations are present between
probe and ancilla. That is, our results may be interpreted
ρAB
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FIG. 3: Correlation-assisted quantum process
tomography. Any bipartite state ρAB can be used in
this scheme. The presence of correlations in the state
may substantially reduce the number of known channels
{Γi} that need to be applied so that {Γi,A[ρAB ]} is a
faithful set. Standard process tomography and
ancilla-assisted process tomography are extreme cases of
this more general scenario.
as an interpolation between the use of fully uncorrelated
or fully correlated (that is, having maximum OSR) input
states.
We show in general that a faithful set can always be
generated via
⌈
d2
OSR(ρAB)
⌉
local transformations on a fixed
bipartite state. Notice that this is optimal, as it is clearly
impossible to generate a faithful set with less local oper-
ations. We also consider the case where such local trans-
formations are constrained to be unitary. For pure fixed
states, we find that such a constraint does not change the
result: any pure bipartite state of Schmidt rank k (hence
with OSR equal to k2) can be used to generate a faithful
set with
⌈
d2
k2
⌉
unitaries. For mixed states, the constraint
can actually be limiting: we exhibit a class of qudit-qudit
states with OSR equal to two but such that one still needs
d2 local unitaries to generate a faithful set. We conjec-
ture that in general one may need
⌈
d2
OSR(ρAB)−1
⌉
local
unitaries to generate a faithful set. On the other hand,
the mixed-state case can display a highly “efficient” (in
terms of local unitaries employed) generation of a faithful
set; specifically, we exhibit a family of qudit-qudit states
with OSR ≈ d2/2 where only two unitaries are needed
to achieve faithfulness; notice that such a case is impos-
sible in the pure-state case. Finally, by exploiting the
relation between SO(3) and SU(2) (that is, in a sense,
the Bloch ball qubit representation), we fully character-
ize the qubit-qudit case for qubit channels, once more
highlighting the importance of discord in the issue of
correlation-assisted channel tomography/discrimination:
a two-qubit state gives rise to a faithful set with at most
two local unitaries if an only if it exhibits discord on the
probe side.
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We will focus on finite-dimensional systems. Any
Hilbert space H will be equivalent to Cd, for some di-
mension d. We will indicate by L (H ), the set of lin-
ear operators L (equivalent to matrices) on H . The
dimension of a system X with Hilbert space HX will be
indicated by dX . A quantum state onH is a density op-
erator ρ belonging to the convex subset D(H ) ⊂ L (H )
of positive semidefinite operators with unit trace. The
trace operation is indicated by Tr, while we denote by
TrX the partial trace on system X. We write ρX for the
(reduced) state of system X.
A bipartite state ρAB is unentangled (or separable) if
it is the convex combination of product (or uncorrelated)
states [12], that is, if ρAB =
∑
i piρ
A
i ⊗ ρBi , with {pi}
a probability distribution. A state is considered to be
entangled if and only if it is not separable.
Any physical evolution (or quantum process) affecting
a quantum system is described in terms of quantum chan-
nels [1]. A quantum channel fromX to Y is a completely-
positive trace-preserving linear map Λ from L (HX) to
3L (HY ).
We will also make use of some specific norms on oper-
ators, in particular we will use (some of) the p-norms
‖L‖p = (
∑
i
σi(L)p)1/p,
where the sum is over the singular values σi(L) of L.
The trace norm ‖L‖1 =
∑
i σi(L) corresponds to p = 1;
the Frobenius norm ‖L‖p =
√∑
i σi(L)2 corresponds to
p = 2; finally, for p → ∞, we have the operator norm
‖L‖∞ = maxi σi(L).
For simplicity, we will typically consider bipartite
states ρAB with the two subsystems of the same dimen-
sion, and we define d := dA = dB , keeping in mind
that the results and terminology (e.g., “maximal OSR”)
presented in this paper are generally valid as long as
dA ≤ dB .
III. OPERATOR SCHMIDT DECOMPOSITION
The state vector |ψ〉AB ∈ HA ⊗ HB of a bipartite
system admits a Schmidt decomposition [1] |ψ〉AB =∑dmin
i=1
√
pi |ai〉A ⊗ |bi〉B , with dmin = min{dA, dB} and{pi} positive numbers that sum up to 1, thus constitut-
ing a probability distribution. We will take {pi} to be or-
dered without loss of generality, that is, we will assume
p1 ≥ p2 ≥ . . .. The sets of orthonormal vectors {|ai〉}
and {|bi〉} are some special and |ψ〉-dependent orthonor-
mal bases for HA and HB , respectively. We denote by
SR(ψ) the Schmidt rank of |ψ〉AB ; it is the number of
non-zero pi’s, and satisfies SR(ψ) ≤ dmin.
By considering a bipartite state ρAB as a vector in
L (HA ⊗HB), we arrive at the Operator Schmidt De-
composition (see [13, 14] and references therein)
ρAB =
OSR(ρ)∑
i=1
riAi ⊗Bi. (1)
We denote by OSR(ρ) the Operator Schmidt Rank (OSR)
of ρ; this is the number of non-zero Operator Schmidt
Coefficients (OSCs) ri, which are taken to be positive.
The sets of operators {Ai}d
2
A
i=1 and {Bi}d
2
B
i=1 form (ρ-
dependent) orthonormal bases for the spacesL (HA) and
L (HB), respectively. We remark that, since ρAB is Her-
mitian, the two orthonormal operator bases in (1) can
be (but need not be) taken to be composed of Hermi-
tian operators. The OSCs are the singular values of the
matrix [Cij(ρAB)]ij , with Cij(ρAB) := Tr(F †i ⊗G†jρAB).
Such a matrix is sometimes referred to as correlation
matrix. The operators {Fi} and {Gj} are arbitrary lo-
cal orthonormal bases for the respective operator spaces.
As in the case of the Schmidt decomposition for vector
states, without loss of generality we can take the OSCs
to be ordered as r1 ≥ r2 ≥ . . .; Such coefficients satisfy∑
i r
2
i = Tr(ρ2). One immediately convinces oneself that
OSR(ρAB) ≤ d2min, as the vector space L (HA) has di-
mension d2A (similarly for L (HB)). The SD of a vector
state |ψ〉AB and the OSD of the corresponding density
matrix |ψ〉〈ψ|AB are very much related: one has ri =√
pk
√
pl, Ai = |ak〉〈al|, and Bi = |bk〉〈bl|, for i = (k, l) a
multi-index, so that OSR(|ψ〉〈ψ|AB) = SR(ψAB)2.
IV. OPERATOR SCHMIDT DECOMPOSITION
AND ANCILLA-ASSISTED PROCESS
TOMOGRAPHY
As anticipated, AAPT requires the preparation of a
bipartite system in a single bipartite state ρAB . One
subsystem (the probe) is sent through the channel Λ to
be characterized. Using Eq. (1), the output ρΛ := (Λ ⊗
id)[ρAB ] reads
ρΛ =
OSR(ρAB)∑
l=1
rlΛ[Al]⊗Bl. (2)
Then, by reconstructing ρΛ, one recovers the action
of the channel on the basis element Al via Λ[Al] =
TrB((1 ⊗ B†l )ρΛ)/rl (for rl > 0). It follows that inputs
with maximal OSR enable complete characterization of
the channel, since its action on a complete operator basis
of L (HA) can be reconstructed [7, 8]. It is clear that
input states defined as faithful are states with maximal
OSR, more precisely with OSR equal to d2A. Correspond-
ingly, a set of (potentially unfaithful, when considered
individually) bipartite states {ρAB,i} is called faithful if
the local operators {Al,i}OSR(ρAB,i)l=1 of OSD(ρAB,i), when
considered together, generate the whole L (HA), i.e., if
span({Al,i}l,i) = L (HA).
V. GENERATING A FAITHFUL SET OF
INPUTS WITH GENERAL LOCAL CHANNELS
The core idea of this work is to show that the corre-
lations of a fixed bipartite state, of whatever degree, can
in principle be exploited to allow “more efficient” process
tomography. Such correlations can be measured through
the OSR, which obeys very general requirements that any
meaningful measure of total correlations must satisfy. In-
deed, the OSR is minimal for and only for non correlated
(product) states, and it is monotone under local channels.
Not relying on correlations, like in SPT, is the same as
considering minimal OSR—that is, OSR equal to 1—for
the inputs. On the other hand, fully relying on correla-
tions, like in AAPT, means requiring maximal OSR for
a single bipartite input. These considerations legitimate
the intuition that intermediate values for the OSR should
be consistent with the use of an intermediate number of
inputs.
In this section we analyze how we can achieve the con-
dition span({Al,i}) = L (HA) indicated at the end of the
4last section, where each set {Al,i}l is a local orthonormal
basis for (Γi ⊗ id)[ρAB ], for Γi the local operations ap-
plied on the probe before it is subject to the channel Λ
(see Figure 3).
Let us first remark why channel tomography is cer-
tainly possible in this setup. The reason is simple: each
channel Γi may simply be taken to have constant output
corresponding to one of the input states ρiA used in stan-
dard channel tomography (Figure 1). With this “trivial”
strategy, we do not make use of correlations at all, but
we certainly achieve the task at hand. Having estalished
this, let us move to the issue of “optimizing” the Γi’s, at
least with respect to their number.
Let {Al}d2l=1 be a Hermitian local orthonormal basis for
the operator Schmidt decomposition for ρAB , comprising
the OSR(ρAB) elements corresponding to non-zero OSCs.
It is clear that span({Al,i}l) = span({Γi[Al]}l), so that
span({Al,i}l,i) = span({Γi[Al]}l,i). Thus, our goal is the
following: given {Al}OSR(ρAB)l=1 , find a (minimal) way of
choosing the local maps Γi so that span({Γi[Al]}l,i) =
L (HA). By minimal, we mean that we want to identify
the smallest possible number of local channels Γi that are
needed to achieve such a condition. In the following we
provide a construction to achieve this.
Let us consider the following family of maps,
Γi[X] := (1− ) Tr(X)1
d
+  Γ˜i[X], (3)
which are each a convex combination (for 0 ≤  ≤ 1) of
the totally depolarizing channel X 7→ Tr(X)1d and of
Γ˜i[X] :=
∑
j
Tr(AjX)Aγj,i
+ [Tr(X)−
∑
j
Tr(AjX) Tr(Aγj,i)]
1
d
.
(4)
Notice that Γ˜i is not necessarily a channel, but it is a lin-
ear map that is trace preserving by construction. Here
we denote γj,i := j ⊕ (i · OSR(ρAB)), and the Ai’s form
a local orthonormal basis that is a superset of the local
operators of the OSD of ρAB , as in Eq. (1). The symbol
⊕ indicates addition modulo d2, and we let i = 1, 2, 3 . . ..
By construction, the maps Γi[X] are trace preserving,
and, for 0 <  < 1 small enough, completely positive.
This is because, within the set of linear trace-preserving
maps, there is a ball of completely positive maps around
the totally depolarizing channel. Notice that, in princi-
ple, we could consider any other channel with full-rank
fixed output, at the “cost” of considering some other .
Such full-rank fixed output (as well as ) could even be
made to depend on i.
It is easy to recognize the action of Γi on the generic
basis element An:
Γi[An] =
(
Tr(An − Aγn,i)
)1
d
+ Aγn,i , (5)
i.e. the i−th map, acting upon the n-th element of the
local basis, returns a liner combination of the basis el-
ement indexed as n ⊕ (i · OSR(ρAB)) and of the iden-
tity. To make the action of the channels clearer, let us
consider the action of, e.g., Γ1. The latter would map
the set {An}OSR(ρAB)n=1 to {
(
Tr(An − An⊕OSR(ρAB))
)
1
d +
An⊕OSR(ρAB)}OSR(ρAB)n=1 . Thus, it should be clear that—
up to the detail of whether we need to choose a fixed
state different from the maximally mixed one in (3) and
(4) in order to certainly obtain a set whose elements are
all linearly independent from the other generated sets—
given an incomplete set of basis elements {An}OSR(ρAB)n=1 ,
we are able to obtain operators spanning the same space
as the remaining d2A − OSR(ρAB) ones through the ap-
plication of d d2AOSR(ρAB)e − 1 channels. This leads directly
to the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let ρAB be a bipartite state with
OSR(ρAB) = k. Then there is a set of quantum channels
Γi, with i = 1, . . . , dd
2
A
k e, such that {(Γi ⊗ id)[ρAB ]}i is
faithful. Without loss of generality, one of the channels
can be taken to be the identity channel.
VI. GENERATING A FAITHFUL SET OF
INPUTS WITH UNITARY LOCAL CHANNELS
In this section we consider constraining the local chan-
nels Γi that act on the probe in Fig. 3 to be unitary. The
question we address is that of determining how many uni-
tary rotations Ui are needed in order to obtain a faithful
set of input states {Ui ⊗ 1 ρABU†i ⊗ 1 }i. As discussed
in the case of general local operations, this corresponds
to finding out how many unitary rotations are needed so
that {UiAlU†i }i,l spans the entire space L (HA), where
{Al}l is a set of orthonormal local OSD operators corre-
sponding to non-zero operator Schmidt coefficients.
We remark that in the case where we impose the con-
straint that the channels be unitary, the fact that process
tomography is possible at all is not immediate. Indeed,
it is not anymore the case that this is possible for all in-
put states ρAB . Nonetheless, we prove that it is possible
for all states that are not of the form 1 Ad ⊗ ρB : notice
that the latter states are not only uncorrelated, but such
that the state of the probe A is maximally mixed. Notice
also that our result means that any form of correlations
is enough to make process tomography by local unitaries
possible.
Let us first establish this result.
A. Process tomography via local unitary rotation
of almost any input
It is convenient to recall the definition of frame [15].
Such a concept is generally defined for families of vectors
in inner product spaces. In our framework we exploit the
inner product structure of L (H ) and define a frame as
5a collection {Pk} of operators such that there are real
numbers 0 < a ≤ b <∞ satisfying
a‖X‖22 ≤
∑
k
|Tr(PkX)|2 ≤ b‖X‖22 (6)
for any X ∈ L (H ). A frame generalizes the notion of
basis. Notice in particular that, if the frame is actually
an orthonormal basis, that is, if Tr(P †kPl) = δkl, then
the frame condition (6) is satisfied with a = b = 1. In
finite dimensions, a finite collection {Pk} is a frame for
L (H ) if and only if it is a spanning set for L (H ),
while an infinite collection {Pk}, even when a spanning
set, may not constitute a frame, as there might not be a
finite b that satisfies (6). The lower bound in (6), for a >
0, ensures that X can be reconstructed from the values
Tr(PkX). It should be clear that, given a frame, one can
always consider a subset of the elements of the frame, so
that such subset forms a basis, that is, a spanning set of
linearly independent operators.
What we will prove is that it is possible to choose d2
unitaries {Ui}d2i=1 (with U1 = 1 without loss of generality)
so that {UiρU†i }i is a frame and a basis for the space
of operators of the input ancilla, initially prepared in
the state ρ, as long as ρ 6∝ 1 . To prove this, we will
need the notion of twirling, or twirl operation [16]. The
latter is the linear projection T on bipartite operators
Y ∈ L (Cd ⊗ Cd) defined as
T (Y ) =
∫
U
(U ⊗ U)Y (U† ⊗ U†)dU, (7)
where the integral is taken with respect to the Haar mea-
sure of the unitary group on Cd. Since any operator
commuting with all unitaries of the form U ⊗ U can be
written as a linear combination of 1 and V (where V
is the flip operator, defined implicitly by the its action
V |ψ〉 ⊗ |ϕ〉 = |ϕ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉, for all |ψ〉 , |ϕ〉 ∈ Cd), it follows
that [16]
T (Y ) = α(Y )1 + β(Y )V.
The coefficients α(X) and β(X) are fixed by the condi-
tions
Tr(T (Y )) = Tr(Y ) (8)
Tr(T (Y )V ) = Tr(Y V ), (9)
solved by
α(Y ) = dTr(Y )− Tr(Y V )
d3 − d , (10)
β(Y ) = dTr(Y V )− Tr(Y )
d3 − d . (11)
We will use the fact that the twirling can be approxi-
mated by a unitary 2-design, that is by a finite set of n
unitaries {Ui}ni=1 such that
T (Y ) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
Ui ⊗ UiY U†i ⊗ U†i . (12)
We will obtain our frame by taking d2 of such unitaries.
Let {Ui}ni=1 be a unitary 2-design (without loss of
generality, one of the unitaries can be taken to be the
identity). Let us check the frame conditions (6) of
{UiAU†i }ni=1, for an arbitrary A ∈ L (Cd). One has
n∑
i=1
|Tr(UiAU†iX)|2 (13)
=
n∑
i=1
Tr(UiAU†iX) Tr(UiA†U
†
iX
†)
=
n∑
i=1
Tr
(
(Ui ⊗ Ui)(A⊗A†)(U†i ⊗ U†i )(X ⊗X†)
)
∝ Tr(T (A⊗A†)X ⊗X†)
= Tr((α(A⊗A†)1 + β(A⊗A†)V )X ⊗X†)
= α(A⊗A†) Tr(X ⊗X†) + β(A⊗A†) Tr(V X ⊗X†)
= α(A⊗A†)|Tr(X)|2 + β(A⊗A†)‖X‖22 (14)
(15)
where α(A ⊗ A†) and β(A ⊗ A†) are given by Eqs. (10)
applied to the case Y = A⊗A†, so that
α(A⊗A†) = d|Tr(A)|
2 − ‖A‖22
d3 − d , (16)
β(A⊗A†) = d‖A‖
2
2 − |Tr(A)|2
d3 − d . (17)
Working in finite dimensions, we see that the frame
condition (6) is achieved as long as α(A ⊗ A†) > 0,
β(A⊗A†) > 0, which means as long as
d|Tr(A)|2 ≥ ‖A‖22 (18)
and
|Tr(A)|2 < d‖A‖22. (19)
Let us assume that A is a state, specifically the reduced
state ρA of the probe. Then, the first inequality is au-
tomatically satisfied. Moreover, the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality implies that |Tr(A)|2 ≤ |Tr(1 )|‖A‖22 = d|‖A‖22,
with equality if and only if A ∝ 1 . Having assumed that
that A is the state ρA, this is the condition that ρA is
not maximally mixed.
Thus, we have found that, independently of the pres-
ence of an ancilla, as long as the reduced state ρA of the
probe is not maximally mixed, we can find d2 unitaries,
one of which is the identity, such that {UiρAU†i }d
2
i=1 is a
tomographically faithful set.
We can extend this result to the case where there are
non-vanishing correlations. The operator A for which we
want that {UiAU†i }d
2
i=1 be a tomographically complete
set can be taken to be any linear combination of the her-
mitian operator Schmidt operators {Al}l corresponding
to non-zero operator Schmidt coefficients (one example
6being the reduced state ρA). Suppose ρAB is not prod-
uct. Then there are at least two terms in its OSD, and at
least one between one of the A′is and the reduced state
ρA is not proportional to the identity; we can then con-
sider as A in the above construction of the frame some
linear combination of the latter two operators that re-
spects conditions (18)-(19). On the other hand, since a
state of the form 1 Ad ⊗ρB is invariant under local unitary
transformation on A, we have proven our statement:
Theorem 2. For all non product bipartite states and for
all product states ρAB such that ρA 6= 1A/d, there always
exist d2 unitary operators Ui ∈ SU(d) such that the set
{(Ui ⊗ id)ρAB(Ui ⊗ id)†}d2i=1 is faithful.
B. Pure probe-ancilla state
For pure states we are able to find the optimal num-
ber of local unitaries needed to construct a faithful set
starting from a fixed pure state of Schmidt rank k:
|ψ〉〈ψ|AB =
k∑
i,j=1
√
pipj |i〉〈j|A ⊗ |i〉〈j|B . (20)
Theorem 3. Let |ψ〉〈ψ|AB be as in Eq. (20). Then,
there are n :=
⌈
d
k
⌉2 local unitaries Ui such that the set
given by {(Ui ⊗ 1 ) |ψ〉〈ψ|AB (Ui ⊗ 1 )†}n−1i=0 , with U0 = 1 ,
is faithful.
Proof. Let |ψ0〉 = |ψ〉. State tomography of the output
(Λ⊗ id) |ψ0〉〈ψ0| determines the channel Λ partially, i.e.,
its action on {|i〉〈j|} only for i, j = 1, . . . , k. To obtain
the image under Λ of the remaining |i〉〈j| elements, it is
convenient to consider the case when k divides d.
We will start by analyzing how it is possible to recon-
struct the action of Λ on all of {|i〉〈j|}, for i, j = 1, . . . , 2k.
Let us define the set of operators
Aij = |i〉〈j| , (21)
Bij = |i+ k〉〈j + k| , (22)
Cij = |i+ k〉〈j| , (23)
Dij = |i〉〈j + k| , (24)
for i, j = 1, . . . , k, and where sums within kets should be
in general understood modulus d. Also, let us introduce
unitary operators whose action restricted to the vectors
|n〉, for n = 1, . . . , k, is given by
X |n〉 = |n+ k〉 ,
U |n〉 = 2−1/2(|n〉+ |n+ k〉),
V |n〉 = 2−1/2(|n〉+ i |n+ k〉).
Acting locally on |ψ〉〈ψ|, such operators produce the fol-
lowing states
|ψ1〉〈ψ1| :=(X ⊗ 1) |ψ〉〈ψ| (X ⊗ 1)†
|ψ2〉〈ψ2| :=(U ⊗ 1) |ψ〉〈ψ| (U ⊗ 1)†
|ψ3〉〈ψ3| :=(V ⊗ 1) |ψ〉〈ψ| (V ⊗ 1)†.
Define Λ[Y ] = [Λ[Yij ]]ki,j=1, for Y = A,B,C,D. Then
Λ[A] is reconstructed through tomography of (Λ ⊗
id) |ψ0〉〈ψ0| (as already noticed), while Λ[B] is obtained
from (Λ⊗id) |ψ1〉〈ψ1|. On the other hand, Λ[C] and Λ[D]
can be reconstructed by measuring the four outputs (i.e.
(Λ⊗ id) |ψl〉〈ψl| for l = 0, . . . , 3) and then combining the
results. To be more precise, since
Cij = UAijU† + iV AijV †
− 1 + i2 (Aij +XAijX
†)
Dij = iV AijV † − UAijU†
− i− 12 (Aij +XAijX
†),
linearity implies
Λ[Cij ] = Λ[UAijU†] + iΛ[V AijV †]
− 1 + i2 (Λ[Aij ] + Λ[XAijX
†])
Λ[Dij ] = iΛ[V AijV †]− Λ[UAijU†]
− i− 12 (Λ[Aij ] + Λ[XAijX
†]).
Thus, we see that we have reconstructed Λ[|i〉〈j|] for
i, j = 1, . . . , 2k with four local unitaries.
Information on the remaining Λ[|i〉〈j|] can be recon-
structed similarly. The theorem follows by reiterating
this procedure, until recovering the action of Λ on all
the blocks. More explicitly, it is possible to recon-
struct Λ[|i〉〈j|] for i, j ∈ {1 + p · k, . . . , k + p · k} and
p = 0, . . . , d/k− 1 by considering the action of p-labelled
d/k unitaries (one being the identity) each performing
one of the transformations
|n〉 7→ |n+ p · k〉 .
Once these ‘on-diagonal blocks’ have been reconstructed,
it is then possible to further reconstruct the ‘off-diagonal
blocks’ Λ[|i〉〈j|], for i ∈ {1 + p · k, . . . , k + p · k} and j ∈
{1+q·k, . . . , k+q·k}, p 6= q by the use of (d/k(d/k−1))/2
pairs of unitaries that perform the transformations
|n〉 = 2−1/2(|n+ p · k〉+ |n+ q · k〉),
|n〉 = 2−1/2(|n+ p · k〉+ i |n+ q · k〉).
This gives a total of d/k + 2 · (d/k(d/k − 1))/2 = (d/k)2
unitaries.
7If k does not divide exactly d, then one needs to con-
sider an additional set of unitaries, but obviously the
cost (in terms of unitaries) cannot be larger than in the
case where we imagine the A system embedded in a d′-
dimensional system, with d′ = d dk e · k.
In the light of the last theorem we see that the higher the
correlations (in terms of OSR) of the fixed pure state,
the less Ui are required. As expected, when the fixed
pure state has maximal OSR, one recovers completely
the AAPT scenario. For pure state with OSR = 1, the
number of experimental settings to perform channel to-
mography is again the one of SPT. As a final remark
we observe, by looking at the proof of Theorem 3, that
one can derive the specific form of a particular set of Ui,
besides establishing their existence.
Contrary to the pure state case, for the case where
the fixed state is mixed we have not derived a formula
which directly links the OSR of the input to the number
of unitaries needed to reach faithfulness. However, in the
following we give specific examples that show that also
when the fixed state is mixed, the presence of correla-
tions dramatically reduces the number of local unitaries
required to perform channel tomography.
C. Mixed probe-ancilla state: qubit-qudit inputs
The first example involves a qubit-qudit system, for
qubit channel tomography. We show that reducing the
cardinality of the faithful set created by local unitaries
on the qubit depends strongly on the quantumness of
correlations on the qubit side. Before going into the de-
tails it is convenient to recall that a bipartite state is
called classical on A if it can be expressed as ρAB =∑
i pi |ai〉〈ai|A ⊗ ρBi , for some orthonormal basis {|ai〉}.
States that are not classical on A are said to have non-
zero quantum discord [17–19]. Also, we will make use of
the following Lemma, in which we use the notion of Bloch
vector for a generic Hermitian operator L = L†, given by
~l = (l1, l2, l3), with li = Tr(σiL) and σi, i = 1, 2, 3, the
Pauli operators.
Lemma 1. Consider Hermitian operators A,B ∈
L (C2). Then, A and B commute if and only if their
Bloch vectors are proportional.
Proof. Let σ0 = 1 and denote a0 = Tr(A), b0 = Tr(B).
Let also ~a = (a1, a2, a3) and ~b = (b1, b2, b3) be the Bloch
vectors of A and B, respectively, so that A = 12
∑3
i=0 aiσi
and B = 12
∑3
i=0 biσi. Observe that
[A,B] =
[
1
2
3∑
i=0
aiσi,
1
2
3∑
i=0
biσi
]
= 14
3∑
i,j=0
aibj [σi, σj ]
= 14
3∑
i,j,k=1
aibj 2iijkσk
= i2
3∑
k=1
 3∑
i,j=1
aibjijk
σk
= i2(~a×
~b) · ~σ
where we used the Levi-Civita symbol ijk, and ×
indicates the standard cross product between three-
dimensional vectors. Since σ1, σ2, σ3 are linearly inde-
pendent, the expression in the last line above is zero if
and only if the cross product ~a×~b vanishes, which hap-
pens if and only if ~a = λ~b, with λ ∈ R.
We are now in the position to state the following.
Theorem 4. Let A be a qubit. Then, ρAB has quantum
discord on A if and only if ρAB allows correlation-assisted
process tomography on A with at most two unitary rota-
tions.
Proof. We recall that a qubit-qudit state has zero discord
on the qubit side A if and only if ρAB = p |a1〉〈a1|A ⊗
ρB1 + (1 − p) |a2〉〈a2|A ⊗ ρB2 , with {|a1〉 , |a2〉} some or-
thonormal basis for A. While this is not necessarily
the operator Schmidt decomposition, it is clear that the
state only allows to reconstruct the action of a chan-
nel Λ on span({|a1〉〈a1| , |a2〉〈a2|}) = span({1 , |a1〉〈a1|}).
Overall, a single additional unitary rotation U allows
us to reconstruct only the action of the same map on
span({|a1〉〈a1| , |a2〉〈a2| , U |a1〉〈a1|U†, U |a2〉〈a2|U†}) =
span({1 , |a1〉〈a1| , U |a1〉〈a1|U†}), which is not enough to
tomographically reconstruct the channel. A geometric
way of thinking about this is that the resulting four Bloch
vectors are necessarily coplanar, and do not span affinely
R3 (see Fig. 4a).
On the other hand, assume that ρAB has non-zero dis-
cord on A. This implies that there are some correlations,
that is, that OSR(ρAB) ≥ 2. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume that the OSD of ρ must nontriv-
ially contain A1 and A2 that do not commute, since, if
all the non-trivial Ai’s that appear in the OSD of ρAB
commuted pairwise, they would all commute, and there
would not be any discord. From Lemma 1, the Bloch
vectors of A1 and A2 are not collinear. This means that
there is a rotation R of such vectors such that the re-
sulting four vectors identify affinely independent points
which span R3 (see Fig.4b). Via the homomorphism be-
tween SO(2) and SU(3), the rotation R corresponds to
8(a) With no discord.
(b) With discord.
FIG. 4: Bloch representation of two local operators for
system A before (blue dots) and after (red dots) a local
unitary rotation, for the case of a two-qubit state ρAB .
(a) In the case of no discord, the blue dots correspond
to the representation of two orthogonal pure states; red
dots and blue dots are necessarily coplanar,
independently of the unitary transformation, and hence
do not span the entire three-dimensional (Bloch) space:
channel tomography is not possible. (b) In the case
with discord, the blue dots represent the (rescaled)
Bloch component of two orthonormal (with respect to
the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product) operators A1 and
A2 that enter the OSD decomposition of ρAB not
trivially, and that do not commute; there is a unitary
such that red dots and blue dots are not coplanar, and
hence span the entire three-dimensional space: channel
tomography is possible.
unitary rotation U such that {ρAB , UA⊗1BρABU†A⊗1B}
is faithful.
D. Mixed probe-ancilla state: examples of efficient
generation of faithful sets
In this example we present a family of mixed states
of two qudits which generate faithful sets with even only
two local unitaries, one being the identity. In order to
construct the example we will make use of the Weyl (or
generalized Pauli) basis for the space of d× d linear op-
erators, which is given by XkZl with k, l = 0, . . . , d− 1,
where X =
∑d−1
p=0 |p+ 1〉〈p|, Z =
∑d−1
q=0 ω
q |q〉〈q| and
ω = e2pii/d is a root of unity. Both X and Z are uni-
tary, so that X† = X−1 (similarly for Z). Since Xd =
Zd = 1 , the sets {Xk}k and {Zl}l form cyclic groups
under multiplication, and we can think that the expo-
nent is taken modulus d. Let F = 1√
d
∑d−1
k,l=0 w
kl |k〉〈l|
be the discrete Fourier transform unitary. One has
FXF † = Z, FZF † = X†, and the braiding relation
ZX = ωXZ, from which one deduces FXkZlF † =
ZkX−l = ω−klX−lZk, and that the action of F · F † on
the basis elements XkZl induces closed and disjoint or-
bits within {XkZl}k,l (up to irrelevant phases), defined
as O(k, l) = {FnXkZlF †n | n = 0, . . . , 3}. Specifically,
one has
FXkZlF † = ω−klX−lZk, (25)
F 2XkZlF †2 = X−kZ−l, (26)
F 3XkZlF †3 = ω−klX lZ−k, (27)
while F 4 = 1 so that obviously F 4XkZlF †4 = XkZl.
Such orbits contains either one, two, or four distinct ele-
ments. The only orbits with a single element are the one
including the identity, corresponding to (k, l) = (0, 0), for
both d even and odd, and the one corresponding to the
element Xd/2Zd/2 for d even. No orbit can contain ex-
actly three distinct elements, as this would require that
one of such elements is invariant under F · F †, which is
a contradiction for an orbit that contains more than one
element and that is known to close necessarily under four
repeated actions of F · F †.
Consider the set O = {O(k, l)} of orbits (up to irrel-
evant phases). We identify O(k, l) = O(k′, l′) if XkZl
is in the same orbit as Xk′Zl′ (up to irrelevant phases).
Consider the set P(1) = {W (1)(O)|O ∈ O} composed
of one Weyl-operator representative W (1)(O) per orbit
O (the exact choice of representative is irrelevant in
this case). It is clear that ∪3i=0F iP(1)F †i = {XkZl}k,l
up to irrelevant phases, where we have have used the
shorthand notation Λ{Km} for the image {Λ[Km]} of a
set {Km} under the action of a map Λ. In particular,
span(∪3i=0F iP(1)F †i) = span({XkZl}k,l). Furthermore,
it is also clear that there is a choice of pairs of representa-
tives (the two representatives may be chosen to coincide,
in the case of 1-element and 2-element orbits) per or-
bit, forming a set P(2) = {W (2)1 (O),W (2)2 (O)|O ∈ O},
such that ∪1i=0F iP(2)F †i = {XkZl}k,l (up to irrelevant
phases).
Let us be more concrete, providing a specific choice
for the set P(1). We consider two cases, according to
the parity of d. First, let d = 2m + 1 be odd. It is easy
to verify that (up to irrelevant phases) we can pick
P(1) = {XkZl | k = 0, . . . ,m; l = 1, . . . ,m} ∪ {1 }.
If d = 2m is instead even, then we can choose (again, up
to irrelevant phases)
P(1) = {XkZl | k = 0, . . . ,m− 1;l = 1, . . . ,m}
∪ {1 , XmZm}.
9Notice the the above sets P(1) contain (d2 + 3)/4 and
(d2 + 8)/4 elements, for odd and even dimension respec-
tively, thus scaling approximately as d2/4.
One can similarly construct a set P(2) ⊂ {XkZl}k,l,
with approximately ≈ d2/2 elements, such that P(2) ∪
FP(2)F † spans the entire operator space. For example,
one can take P(2) = P(1) ∪ FP(1)F †, where elements
that are identical up to a phase factor are equated.
The issue we still have to face is how to use the facts
above to construct, e.g., a state σAB ∈ D(Cd ⊗ Cd) with
OSD(σAB) ≈ d2/2 such that {σAB , UA⊗1AσABU†A⊗1A}
is a faithful set for channel tomography on qudit A. This
is easily done by considering the hermitian operators
Hk,l =
1√
2
(
XkZl + (XkZl)†
)
(28)
= 1√
2
(
XkZl + ωklF 2(XkZl)F †2
)
, (29)
Jk,l =
1
i
√
2
(
XkZl − (XkZl)†) (30)
= 1
i
√
2
(
XkZl − ωklF 2(XkZl)F †2) (31)
where we have used the relation F 2XkZlF †2 = X−kZ−l
and the braiding relation of X and Z. The operators
Hk,l and Jk,l obviously span the same operator subspace
as XkZl and F 2(XkZl)F †2. Furthermore, we will use
the fact that, given any Hermitian operator H in finite
dimensions, there is  > 0 small enough (more precisely,
it is enough that |λ−(H)| ≤ 1, with λ−(H) the most
negative eigenvalue of H) such that 1 + H is positive
semidefinite. Thus, for example, given our choice ofP(1)
above, it is clear that, for, say, d odd (the even case is
handled similarly), we can take
σAB ∝ 1A
d
⊗ 1B
d
+ 
(d−1)/2∑
k=0
(d−1)/2∑
l=1
(Hk,l ⊗Hk,l + Jk,l ⊗ Jk,l) .
with  > 0 small enough. Then, by construction,{
σAB , (FA ⊗ 1B)σAB(FA ⊗ 1B)†
}
is a faithful set. No-
tice that σAB has OSR less or equal to 2d−12
(
d−1
2 + 1
)
+
1 = d2+12 .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced and analyzed some properties of
a framework for process tomography assisted by corre-
lations. Our framework interpolates between standard
process tomography and ancilla-assisted process tomog-
raphy, and it is based on applying local transformations
on the input probe—part of an probe-ancilla bipartite
system—before the probe undergoes the process to be
reconstructed. In particular, we focused on determin-
ing how the correlation properties of the starting probe-
ancilla state ρAB affect such a number. We proved that
essentially all correlations can be helpful, in the sense of
reducing such a number from d2 for standard process to-
mography to roughly d2/OSR(ρAB), with OSR(ρAB) the
operator Schmidt rank of ρAB , which is necessarily op-
timal. We proved that this holds true in the pure-input
case even if the local transformations are restricted to
be unitary. In the mixed-state case, we pointed out the
role of discord in the case of qubit probes and unitary lo-
cal transformations, and gave “extreme” examples where
just one additional initial local unitary rotation suffices
for process tomography, even if the initial state has op-
erator Schmidt rank approximately d2/2. It would be
interesting to fully understand the mixed-state case for
unitary local rotations, which appears to be related to
studying and applying the adjoint representation of the
unitary group, and will be investigated in future work.
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